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Relapse  is  common for  multiple  paths  of  recovery  from addiction  (e.g.,  self-
guided,  treatment  assisted,  etc.).  Various  studies  have  shown  that  most
expressions of addiction  carry a significant chance of relapse. For instance, in
one 2003 study, 50% of marijuana smokers fit the criteria for relapse (Moore &
Budney, 2003). Two other 2005 studies found high relapse rates among those
recovering  from alcoholism (i.e.,  82% of  outpatients  and  73% of  inpatients)
(Marlatt  &  Witkiewitz,  2005))  and  quitting  smokers  (40%  of  smokers  who
successfully  abstained  for  one  year  and 90-97% of  smokers  who quit  alone,
(Shiffman, Kassel, Gwaltney, & McChargue, 2005)). 

Illustrating people’s propensity for relapse, Nic Sheff, author of the addiction and
recovery memoir, Tweak, (Addiction & the Humanities Vol. 4 (9) – Addiction is
more than just science) suffered two relapses during May and October of 2008;
these relapses were 3 and 8 months, respectively, after the publication of Tweak.
Sheff explained that his relapse episodes were the result of a difficult personal
situation and his attempt to deal with this situation alone. The specific difficulties
of relapse that Sheff describes (see Table 1) are similar to those often reported
for other addictive behavior: common characteristics of relapse include, negative
automatic thoughts, mild depressive thoughts, negative emotions, cravings, and
dangerous behavior (Marlatt & Witkiewitz, 2005; McKay, Rutherford, Alterman,
Cacciola, & Kaplan, 1995).

Relapse prevention programs, self-management programs intended to facilitate
maintained  recovery  ("Preface,"  2005),  attempt  to  account  for  many  of  the
common difficulties associated with relapse. The foundation of relapse prevention
is  to  encourage  and  assist  treatment  seekers  as  they  work  towards  harm
reduction,  abstinence  and  moderation  ("Preface,"  2005)  by  focusing  on  the
behaviors and environmental factors that make up each individual’s situation.
Relapse prevention falls under the Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) umbrella;
its  focus  on  individual  factors  means  that  each  person’s  treatment  program
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should  adapt  to  their  learning and progress.  Research suggests  that  relapse
prevention is often effective for the treatment of addictive behaviors, including
stimulant  use  disorders  (e.g.,  Sheff’s  methamphetamine addiction)  (Carroll  &
Rawson, 2005). Table 1 presents some of the parallels in Sheff’s thoughts and
behavior regarding his relapse (Bonifield, 2008; Sheff, 2008), and typical relapse
prevention treatment efforts.

Table  1:  Parallels  between  Sheff’s  relapse  and  Relapse  Prevention
Treatment.

Conclusion
Recovery from substance use disorders is difficult because of the prevalence of
relapse and the associated problems that accompany relapse episodes. In our last
post  about Nic Sheff,  we interviewed a high school  teacher who stated that
reading about Sheff’s more difficult experiences (e.g., detox, AA and NA use, near
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deaths) was beneficial and made the dangers of drug use more evident to her
students. Sheff’s public admission to relapsing twice shows readers that, even
with  successful  periods  of  abstinence,  recovering  from  substance  use  and
remaining drug-free is a difficult struggle that can take many years to resolve.

– Ingrid Maurice

What do you think?  Please use the comment link below to provide feedback on
this article.
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